
 

  

 

Xylum at the 2015 Michigan Debate Institutes 

July 12-July 31, 2015 

$2600 

 
Xylum is a premier critical debate workshop for high school policy debaters. Our unique focus on persuasive 

ethos and intensive research prepares students to compete in critical and performance debates with confidence 

and success. If critical debate is your friend; love thy friend. If critical debate is thy enemy, know thy enemy. 

Our past graduates include a Tournament of Champions Top Seed and Top Speaker, NAUDL Champion and 

some of the top critical debaters in high school and college. Now in our fourth summer, Xylum is not an 

experience any critically-minded debater should miss. 

“My experience at the XDI could not have been rivaled by any other camp. I expected to get better at k debate, 

and I did, but I also developed a better understanding of who I am as a debater and found a network of amazing 

and supportive people to count on throughout the year.” 

— Tessa Finley, debater at Denver School for the Arts (CO) 

 

“The dérive was my favorite moment of Xylum because I felt a clear understanding of an argument and how it 

interacts with your everyday life.” 

— Jeffrey Horn, debater at Green Valley (NV), qualified for TOC after attending Xylum Debate Institute 

 
“Looking back at the three weeks that I have spent at Xylum I have came to realize that debate is more than just 

argumentation, critical knowledge production, and research but debate is also an activity that shapes and molds 

you as an individual.  When we set the competitive aspects aside debate has a lifelong impact on its 

participants.  I will no longer view the world the same again.” 

— Vernon Johnson, debater at Law Magnet (TX), won two TOC bids after attending Xylum 

 

“I’ve only begun to notice, but XDI has made me a much better debater. I’ve gotten a speaker award at the last 

three tournaments I’ve been to and a lot of it has to do with my ability to explain my arguments and use some 

ethos along with it.” 

— Ezra Louvis, debater at Stuyvesant (NY), qualified for TOC after attending Xylum 

 

https://email.uiowa.edu/owa/redir.aspx?SURL=eVoGPGyqVdpHtmR_X3mxAjWRJBDk5U6mQWa7152CFbnWAiEc8ArSCGgAdAB0AHAAOgAvAC8AdwB3AHcALgBiAG8AcABzAGUAYwByAGUAdABzAC4AbwByAGcALwBTAEkALwAyAC4AZABlAHIAaQB2AGUALgBoAHQAbQA.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.bopsecrets.org%2fSI%2f2.derive.htm
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2015 Xylum Faculty: 

 

Joe Krakoff is a debater at the University of Michigan. Since debating at the Georgetown Day 

School, he has coached high school teams to the elimination rounds of every major high school 

tournament. As part of PROJECT MKULTRA, a Deleuzean experimentation with radical 

affirmation of notions of queerness, and also perhaps a performance art project, he has debated 

in the elimination rounds of every major college tournament. His scholarly and debate interests 

include: queer theory, post-Marxist theory, deconstructive theory, post-colonial theory, theory 

of language/signification, critical race theory, and affect theory, among others. Contact him 

at joe.krakoff@gmail.com 

 

Hex Larsen is a Trojan Debate Squad Scholar at the University of Southern California. Hex 

advanced to multiple elimination rounds at major national tournaments and qualified to the 

National Debate Tournament. In high school, Hex received six bids to the Tournament of 

Champions and was the Top Speaker of the 2014 Berkeley tournament. Hex's primary focus in 

debate and in their own advocacy forefronts queer/trans prison abolition and the the end of all 

cages and surveillance of bodies. Hex finds this extremely relevant to the 2015-16 topic and 

cannot wait to brainstorm new forms of argumentation. Hex’s favorite part of debate is 

discovering new and creative negative strategies versus critical affirmatives. You can contact 

Hex at hexlars@gmail.com 

 

Edmund Zagorin is an Assistant Debate Coach at Niles North High School. While debating at 

the University of Michigan, Edmund received a First Round At-Large bid and advanced to the 

Semifinals of the 2011 National Debate Tournament, earning Michigan's Colburn Award for 

Debate Excellence in three consecutive years. Edmund has coached at the highest levels of 

college and high school debate, most recently Tournament of Champions Semifinalist teams at 

Stratford Academy (2013) and University Prep Academy (2014), including the 2014 TOC Top 

Speaker and 2014 NAUDL Champions. Contact: Edmund at xylumdebate@gmail.com 
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